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read our legal disclaimer for more information.An integrated circuit
comprises a large number of electronic components (e.g., transistors,

diodes, rectifiers, and the like) that are fabricated together into a single
substrate of semiconductor material. The substrate is formed into a

final product by assembling and connecting the electronic components
with leads to form finished circuits that function as designed. The final
product functions as a device requiring precise electrical connections

between each of its electronic components. The present invention is in
the field of integrated circuits. It concerns methods and system for
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making reliable connections in an integrated circuit. The invention is
described in the context of microelectronic circuits, although it will be

readily apparent that the invention may be applied to integrated
circuits made in other materials, such as in integrated circuits made of

silicon-on-insulator materials. A microelectronic circuit generally
comprises a semiconductor substrate comprising the necessary

components (e.g., transistors, diodes, and the like) to form one or more
functional devices. In the context of this document, all such

components are collectively referred to as devices. The devices are
usually made from a semiconductor material, such as silicon.

However, the use of alternative semiconductor materials to silicon is
also possible, such as germanium. In the fabrication process, a
plurality of devices are formed in and/or on the semiconductor

substrate. The various components of these devices require electrical
connection to form an operable microelectronic circuit. Such

connections may include, for example, bond pads, transistor gates and
drains, vias, and other connections to the device. Typically, the

connections to the device in the semiconductor substrate are made
using a succession of metal layers, such as by a series of deposition,

lithographic, and etch steps. The final semiconductor product is
formed by separating a die from the final semiconductor product by a
process called “dicing”. The dicing process is usually performed using

a precise sawing machine. However, other techniques, such as laser
scribing, are also known in the art. A problem in the art of

microelectronic circuit connection relates to making reliable
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connections between microelectronic components. In the field of
microelectronic circuit production, the quality of the connections

between electronic components (which
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